Raw but valuable user data is continuously being generated on social media platforms. This data is, however, more valuable when they are mined using different approaches such as machine learning techniques. Additionally, this user-generated data can be used to potentially save lives especially of vulnerable social media users, as several studies carried out have shown the correlation between social media and suicide. In this study, we aim at contributing to the research relating to suicide communication on social media. We measured the performance of five machine learning algorithms: Prism, Decision Tree, Naïve Bayes, Random Forest and Support Vector Machine, in classifying suicide-related text from Twitter. The results of the study showed that the Prism algorithm has outperformed the other machine learning algorithms with an F-measure of 0.84 for the target classes (Suicide and Flippant). This result, to the best of our knowledge, is the highest performance that has been achieved in classifying social media suicide-related text.
Introduction
Machine learning is a branch of artificial intelligence that provides techniques which can automatically detect and use patterns for prediction from data [1] [2] [3] . According to [3] , the use of machine learning has spread rapidly in the last decade especially in computer science, as it has been applied to various and diverse areas such as fraud detection, drug design, web search and recommender systems. Furthermore, one of the most popular tasks in machine learning is classification [3] [4] [5] , where the category of an unseen instance is judged.
The classification task has been used by employing several machine learning algorithms, one of which is Prism. Prism is a classification rule-learning algorithm that was developed by Cendrowaski in 1987 [6] [7] [8] . Although the algorithm is less popular compared with other machine learning algorithmes, such as Decision Tree, Naïve Bayes, Random Forest and Support Vector Machine, it is known to be simple, as well as easy to understand [7, 8] . Additionally, this algorithm uses the separate-and-conquer learning approach [9] , which is based on the sequential covering principle [9] : a rule is learned which predicts accurately a value of the target attribute (i.e. class) (the conquer stage); the covered instances are removed (the separate stage) and the process is repeated until all instances are covered. Therefore, in this study, we will apply the Prism algorithm on short text relating to suicide communications on social media so as to measure its classification performance against four popular machine learning algorithms: Decision Tree (DT), Naïve Bayes (NB), Random Forest (RF) and Support Vector Machine (SVM).
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses the related works on this topic; Section 3 describes the methods used for the data collection and classification; Section 4 discusses the experiment and evaluation; Section 5 and 6 present the results and discussions of the findings; and Section 7 draws the conclusion on the study as well as present some directions for possible future works.
Related work
Numerous research relating to the application of machine learning techniques has been carried out in various areas such as Finance [10] , Medicine [11] [12] [13] , Safety [14] and Economical problems [15] to name a few. However, research relating to Prism rule learning algorithm is limited, therefore research for its application to short informal text is almost non-existent.
The Prism algorithm was originally developed by [6] for addressing the replicated sub-tree problem that usually arises with decision tree learning algorithms. As a rule learning algorithm, the prism algorithm is capable of selecting attributes based on their importance to a specific class. That is, it selects a target class and learns a set of rules which separates the target class from the rest of the classes; this process is repeated by selecting each class as the target class [5] . This process is illustrated in Figure 1 . Furthermore, for its application, the algorithm in particular, the algorithm was applied for identification of contact lenses types, and the results showed that Prism not only outperformed ID3 (a decision tree learning algorithm) in classification accuracy but also produced a smaller number of simpler rules. Another example of the Prism algorithm application to classification problems is the study carried out by [14] . They used Prism along with other techniques using specifically multimodal features to come up with a multi-media data mining framework that effectively detects soccer goal shots.
Also, the Prism algorithm was used by [5] for multi-task feature selection on an image segmentation data set and those image features were evaluated in terms of their relevance to each specific class, through checking which features have been included in at least one of the rules learned by using Prism, where the rules showed a 92% classification accuracy on the data set. In addition, the characteristics of the Prism algorithm were presented in [16] from a granular computing perspective, which aimed to show theoretically that this kind of algorithms fit text classification.
Therefore, in this study we aim to investigate the classification performance potential of the Prism algorithm when applied to short informal text by comparing it with four popular machine learning algorithms: DT, NB, RF and SVM as well as the result of a related study [17] on suicide communication classification.
Data description and experiment
In order to carry out this study, short informal text relating to suicide on social media is needed. Therefore, a set of suicide communication tweets that were collected and labelled by [17] using lexicon terms and search keywords from known suicide websites and reported news. These data was classified into seven suicide-related categories by expert human annotators and pre-processed using standard text pre-processing techniques [18, 19] as shown in Figure 2 .
FIGURE 2. Data Preparation Process
A total of 2,000 tweets or instances were collected, however, after rigorous pre-processing only 1060 instances were left for the experiment. Table 1 shows the class categories and the total number of instances per class after pre-processing. To carry out the experiment, this labelled data was organised into three datasets (one binary and two multi-class) so as to measure the robustness and classification performance of the machine learning algorithms for the classes of interest, i.e. suicide and flippant. Table 2 shows the class distribution for each dataset; the total number is for the processed data.
The experiment for the study was carried out by applying five machine learning algorithms: Prism, DT, NB, RF and SVM on 
Results
In this section we report the results of the experiments, i.e. the performance of the machine learning algorithms when applied to the three datasets, using the standard classification scores, which consist of the Precision (P), Recall (R) and Fmeasure (F).
Binary dataset
The results per class for the binary dataset, which consists of the suicide and flippant classes, showed that the top F-measure value of 0.85 has been achieved by the Prism algorithm. The F-measure achieved by the Prism algorithm belongs to the Suicide, which is the majority class (156 instances) of the two classes. For the other machine learning algorithms, the best Fmeasure score was achieved by the Random Forest (0.81) also for the suicide class. Table 3 shows the results of this experiment.
Three-class dataset
The Three-class dataset consists of the suicide, flippant and non-suicide (all classes except for suicide and flippant) classes. The results of this experiment showed that the highest performance was achieved by the Prism algorithm, with an F-measure of 0.90 for the Non-suicide class. From the other machine classifiers, the Decision Tree has the best F-measure (0.88) also for the majority class, i.e. non-suicide. Table 4 shows the result of the three-class experiments.
When focusing on the suicide class, we notice that for this dataset, Prism, RF and SVM have the same F-measure of 0.65. For the flippant class, Prism has the highest F-measure of 0.58; NB and RF have very low scores for this class. 
Seven-class dataset
This experiment was carried-out on all the seven classes of the suicide related categories: Suicide, Campaign, Flippant, Support, Memorial, Reports and Other. The result showed that the best F-measure of 0.69 has been achieved by the Random Forest on the campaign class, while the best F-measure obtained by the Prism algorithm was 0.68 on the same class. Table 5 shows the result of this experiment. For the suicide and flippant classes, the Prism algorithm performs best, with an F-measure of 0.65 and 0.53, respectively. Similar to the three-class dataset, we notice that NB and RF have particularly low performance for the flippant class.
The overall results for each dataset are illustrated in Figure 3 , which shows that the Prism algorithm outperforms the others on all measures, i.e. precision, recall and F-measure.
Discussion
Machine learning gained popularity for text classification in the 90s due to its ability to build automatic induction processes such as automatic text classifiers by learning from preclassified data [21] . Although there are some related work carried out for text classification using machine learning, it is not conclusive on which machine learning algorithm works best with text classification specifically short and informal suiciderelated text. Our experiment results indicate that less known algorithms, such as Prism, have the potential to perform well for this task; indeed, our results show that Prism outperformed four popular algorithms for text classification, i.e. Decision Tree, Naive Bayes, Random Forest and Support Vector Machine.
The above phenomenon is likely due to the nature of the Prism algorithm, which aims at learning specifically from instances of the target class to discriminate it from the other classes, unlike other algorithms, which aim at learning generally to discriminate between different classes without considering one class as the target class.
In this study, all the algorithms performed best on the binary dataset, except for NB whose best F-measure was obtained on the three-class dataset.
The Random forest algorithm, which uses an ensemble approach has the highest F-measure (0.69) in the three-class dataset for the campaign class. Interestingly, this was only marginally higher than the F-measure obtained by Prism (0.68).
Conclusion & Future work
The application of machine learning techniques is becoming more popular and some of the techniques, both popular and less popular, have shown their different strengths when applied to short informal text. The aim of the study was to compare the classification performance of the Prism machine learning algorithm with more popular and reliable machine learning techniques.
The result of the study showed that the Prism algorithm has performed better that the other algorithms when applied to different datasets of short texts.
We will further extend this study by exploring the idea of multi-task learning which often gives better results, as it is considered to be more accurate and robust [3, 17, 22, 23] and other feature selection methods which also have benefits such as reduced dimensionality and improved classification performance [18] [19] [20] 24] .
